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Interaction as closed-loop design

• The interface is a mechanism for controlling the flow of information from 
a system

– an interactive system has therefore to ascertain the intention of the user 
with the minimal effort on the part of the user. 

• The interaction is formulated as a continuous control process, where 
the system is constantly engaged in recursively updating a distribution 
(inference) over the potential intentions of a user while providing 
feedback of the results back at a range of timescales, which users can 
then compare with their goals.

• User and system attempt to negotiate a satisfactory interpretation of the 
user’s intention. 



Spreading inference over time

• State of target system is high-dimensional
• How can we drive it to a particular state?
• Human actions are noisy, imperfectly controlled, and imperfectly 

planned. Interface sensors measure activity in non-transparent 
ways

• Mapping from user intended communication and what is • Mapping from user intended communication and what is 
measured by system’s sensors is a complex, uncertain 
mapping.

• Real-world interaction always involves control
– People receive feedback about the consequences of their actions
– By breaking down the task into a physical control problem inference 

of intention can be spread out over time, and the limitations of 
human action and computer sensing systems can be overcome.



Ambiguous displays

• Used in psychophysics experiments (e.g Körding & Wolpert 2004)
• Transfer idea to user interface design. If the system is uncertain about 

inputs or user intentions, present data in an appropriately ambiguous 
fashion.

• Does it regularise user behaviour & improve usability appropriately?
• Pattern recognition and displays are interdependent and should be 

developed together



Capacitive sensing of touch for 
control.
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Many points of contact.
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Particle Filter Motivation

• Bottom-up constraints from:
– Sensors (Allows flexibility in sensor layout, expected contact 

type)
– User motor control behaviour.

• Top-down constraints associated with:
– User intentions
– Application constraints

• Baseline computational load can be comparable to 
current methods, but can ramp up performance 
flexibility as required. 



3D particle filter

• We are interested in the posterior distribution p(x|c)
which encapsulates the uncertainty we have in the 
finger location (x) conditioned on the values from the 
sensors c. 

• We will generate samples from this distribution using 
a PF



Particle weighting – use of Sensor models

Low High

• Response of i-th sensor ri = exp(-K(||xs -qi ||2 )

• as we move higher, the response becomes flatter - has the 
effect of broadening the posterior distribution (and hence 
increasing posterior uncertainty) as the contact is moved away 
from the sensor plane.



• The vector of values obtained when this is evaluated for all I
sensors is then compared against the current observed values 
using a Gaussian likelihood. 

• This gives the un-normalised weight for the sth particle, ws (the 
higher the weight, the better the particle approximates the true higher the weight, the better the particle approximates the true 
position). 

• Finally, these particles are normalised to give particle 
probabilities.



Particle resampling
use the current particle population to generate a new population.
1. create a proportion (Nr) of the S particles randomly from some 

distribution p(xs) using a uniform distribution over the 3D space. 
– This ensures filter can track rapid changes in the distribution (e.g., the finger 

being removed and then placed back again). 

2. generate the remaining S-Nr particles by sampling with 2. generate the remaining S-Nr particles by sampling with 
replacement from the distribution defined by the normalised 
weights - i.e. we produce the t-th particle in the new 
generation from the s-th particle in the previous generation with 
probability     .

• We define a prior distribution on the evolution of x - .             
This encapsulates our beliefs on how the contact will move 
through the 3D space. As we have no prior knowledge of how a 
user may move, we define as a spherical Gaussian
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Tracking performance



Multi-touch & other extensions

• Assumption of additive contributions from 
individual sensor model ri s for each contact 
point.
– Sample points have either 1,2, or 3 contact points, – Sample points have either 1,2, or 3 contact points, 

with estimates of other locations.

• Can imagine a range of contact model types 
included as classes for particles
– E.g. Different  shapes/sizes of contact 



Direct manipulation vs Interface 
Agents?

• Maybe we should view the interaction more as we do • Maybe we should view the interaction more as we do 
with animals? Think of a rider on a horse, rather than 
a butler...
– Rider ‘reads’ the horse, and the horse reads the rider’s 

intentions via body language, gait, general behaviour, pulling 
on reins etc

– Each has its own strengths and weaknesses. Sometimes we 
need to obey the machine/animal and sometimes it needs to 
obey us.

– Smooth Ebb and flow of control between human and 
machine, rather than a dialogue of instructions and 
responses.



H-metaphor
• A rider’s interaction with her horse is used as an analogy for the 

handover of autonomy in computer systems as the certainty of 
control varies. 

• If a rider uses certain, frequent and deliberate movements, the 
horse follows movements exactly; as the control becomes 
vaguer, the horse resorts to familiar behaviour patterns and will vaguer, the horse resorts to familiar behaviour patterns and will 
take over more of the control.

• This notion of being able to ‘loosen or tighten the reins’ of 
interaction with an intelligent device is likely to be vital in the 
creation of future human–computer interaction systems.

O. Flemisch, A. Adams, S. R. Conway, K. H. Goodrich, M. T. Palmer, and P. C. 
Schutte. The H-Metaphor as a guideline for vehicle automation and interaction. 
Technical Report NASA/TM2003-212672, NASA, 2003.



Map Application: single figure browser

• Navigate map using just one 
finger by incorporating the 
3D location and explicit 
uncertainty modelling.

• Given a current input (blue • Given a current input (blue 
particles) the system moves 
and scales the current 
display window in an attempt 
to capture as many input 
samples as possible.

• level of zoom and display 
position will naturally adapt 
to the certainty of the input





Liquid, gas, solid…

• Gas (MC) shows inferred beliefs, but is less focussed on action and control
• Solid point has no distribution, therefore limited feedback for user. Has clear 

control only when using low-noise, directly mapped inputs.
• Liquid form is not a true distribution, but does relate to control, and is better 

suited for guiding the user’s attention.
• Potential for dynamic change of properties (moving from true distribution to 

negotiated one?)



Link between display and goal 
spaces

• Liquid cursor is 2-D as in existing pointing techniques
• Dynamic properties allow gestures to be recognised.
• Multiple hypotheses can be maintained until sufficient evidence 

is provided to effect an action
• System and user share a model of the distribution over targets



Particle GPS Browsing

• Location-aware audio  & haptic 
feedback

• Use tilt and bearing to get rapid 
exploration

– Project forward, find likely 
locations in the future.

• Map browsing; include • Map browsing; include 
uncertainty about where we are

– Show all the possible places we 
might be, given a map of the 
area

– User can scan around and 
project further into the future.

• Augmented reality content is 
interpreted by models which 
generate multimodal feedback



Liquid cursor in BCI

Binary classification test-tube model
Evolution of the shape of the cloud shows 
how the system is interpreting events

Three class triangular model

how the system is interpreting events



Conclusions
• General Monte Carlo inference techniques can be used to 

improve interaction with low-resolution sensing devices. 
• Techniques are very general; every input device measures the 

world inexactly, and these measurements of the world represent 
intention inexactly. The particle filtering technique is simple to 
understand and implement and can be adapted to virtually any understand and implement and can be adapted to virtually any 
sensing hardware and behaviour models.

– E.g. BCI or context-aware mobile devices

• Degradation can be deliberately be used as in interaction 
technique; a user can hand over control by ceasing to provide 
evidence of intention, effectively “letting go of the reins” and 
letting the system takes over more of the task.

• Use of z-axis to control uncertainty can allow development of 
interesting probing interactions.
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